
INTRODUCTION 
st 21 century is internet age. Websites, online services, digitalization 

of business tends rapid growth of the information. Users face 
difficult y  to  �nd the re levant  infor mat ion they want . 
Recommendation system uses algorithms to predict recommenda-
tion on basis of users’ interest and patters. Recommendation 
systems are used in almost all �eld of IT, e.g. Amazon, LinkedIn, and 
Facebook. Recommendation system provides users their interest 
based data which will make easy for users to choose their product or 
service which make more purchase hence recommendation system 
not only useful for customer but also at providers end. Recommen-
dation system has mainly 3 types, 1. Collaborative Recommenda-
tion system 2. Content based recommendation system 3. Hybrid 
recommendation system[1]. Each type has its own properties and 
requirement which de�ne which recommendation suits what kind 
of scenarios. Collaborative recommendation system is one widely 
used recommendation system. It is a very popular technique in 
commercial recommendation system [2]. In Collaborative 
Recommendation system users past transaction has been analyzed 
and according to such behavior recommendation has been 
provided with highest rating score. Quality of Collaborative 
Recommendation system is depends upon users rating quality and 
quantity of data, more amount of data provides best predictions. 
Collaborative recommendation only depends upon ratings of users 
make it more clear and affordable to implement(Alspector, et al. 
1997). Here, we implemented Memory based Collaborative 
recommendation system. It does not need feature of product or 
content to give recommendation. Collaborative recommendation 
system is highly popular many practical application like recom-
mending music, apps, music, social tags, book etc. [3].Content 
based recommendation system needs features and ratings to 
generate recommendation, Content based recommendation bit 
costly as we need to create features for each product and it much be 
updated which make it costly[4].

Hybrid Recommendation system used multiple feature from 
multiple recommendation system. It combines collaborative and 
content based recommendation to make a recommendation 
system. Hybrid recommendation system is used in scenarios where 
requirement are very discrete and doesn’t �t into a single 
recommendation system. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Collaborative recommendation system can be implemented by 
Memory based and Modal based. Memory based collaborative 

recommendation system make predication stored in memory. 
Modal based collaborative recommendation system use collection 
of ratings to learn the model which is then used to make rating 
predictions. Collaborative recommendation system uses approach 
to �nd similar users of similar taste. For �nding similarity we use 
users’ past transaction on basis of those ratings we �nd similar users 
by comparing it with community data[5]. 

In Collaborative recommendation system, we use algorithms for 
�nding similarity between users. The basic approach is that user A 
and Users B’s taste are correlated if both users rate n items similarly. 
For this we need to gather ratings from users then correlate 
between pair of users to determine a user’s neighborhood and on 
basis of that recommendation has been generated. There are many 
similarity algorithms for �nding similarity e.g. Pearson correlation, 
Euclidean correlations, Loglikelihood correlation etc. [6]. 

Collaborative recommendation system computation is very 
complex and in case of large scale dataset there will be scalability 
issue. Hadoop is a distributive environment. There are 2 modules of 
Hadoop,1st is MapReduce and 2nd is Hadoop Distributed File 
System (HDFS). HDFS is a distributed �le system that is very reliable 
as it stored data on different nodes and keep replica to recover in 
critical scenarios. Mapreduce is computation component of 
Hadoop. Mapreduce uses parallel computing approach. 
MapReduce read data line by line by using mapper function and 
divide it in multiple chunks, on other hand reducer use his chunks 
for computation over nodes and generate results. Hadoop is an 
open source project by apache. Hadoop provides scalable 
computational environment as well as very reliable storage 
HDFS[7]. 

Mahout is an open source project of apache. It is a very popular tool 
in machine learning �eld. It is useful to create machine learning 
modal. Mahout can also use to implement recommendation 
system. Mahout supports many algorithms like, Manhattan 
distance, Pearson correlation, Euclidean correlations, Loglikelihood 
correlation, etc.

PROPOSED WORK
We implemented memory based collaborative recommendation 
system with the help of mahout and Hadoop for better scalability. 
Implementation steps are as follows.
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1. Dataset
Here for user ratings we use Movielens[8] dataset. This dataset is 
available on Grouplens. This datasets are available in multiple size 
and it has format userid:itemid:ratings.

2. Finding Similarity
We use datasets to �nd similarity between users by using similarity 
algorithm. We are implementing Pearson Correlation Loglikelihood, 
Euclidean, Tanimoto. We implemented such algorithm by using 
mahout.

3. Storage
After computation the generated recommendation �le is stored in 
HDFS. For further visualization we can use this recommendation. 

We use VMWare Virtual Machine of Ubuntu OS 14.04, Hadoop Single 
node 0.20. For mahout execution, Apache maven 3.0.5 has been 
used. We implemented different similarity algorithm to �nd 
similarity and here we have shown example of Pearson correlation 
similarity runtime time on different size of datasets is given in below 
Table 1.

TABLE – 1
EXCUTION TIME OF DIFFERENT DATASET

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
For better recommendation in collaborative �ltering we need good 
quality of community data which use for �nding similarity, as much 
as huge data we have as good recommendation will be generated. 
Handling huge amount of data is very complex. We implemented 
Collaborative recommendation system over Apache Hadoop Yarn. 
We can easily see form experiment that as data size increased 
Hadoop will provide more scalability. 

By using Hadoop and mahout,we can process large dataset and 
provide recommendation efficiently. But in case of real time 
scenario we need to use �ume or sparks to combine recommenda-
tion system with real time data, which will be useful for new users 
who can directly get recommendation as soon as it gives few 
ratings. 
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Dataset Time taken With 
Hadoop (Minute)

Time taken W/o 
Hadoop (Minute)

1 Million  ratings (11.6 MB) 6.03 4.84
10 Million  ratings (129.4 MB) 30.13 285.14
20 Million  ratings (300.1 MB) 42.28 612.12
22 Million  ratings (336 MB) 53.53 807.08
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